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Flexible high-speed packaging solution for cereals bars exploits electronic wheel
loading technology
Cama specializes in high performance, fully

had to undertake investment in a new lines.

between the different formats. For this

automated secondary packaging lines. With

It needed a high speed solution, capable of

application,

over 35 years of experience in this sector,

handling up to 750 bars/minute for its factory

wheel integrated with the flow-wrap machine

it has provided many interesting solutions

in France. The customer had a mandatory

behind, and a multiple-pocket unit to phase

for

international

installed

an

electronic

The

major

request for high flexibility, as it needed to

the products before loading into the boxes

machines,

which

package small boxes, with a minimum product

(a proven solution used for many years on

distinguish them from competing technologies,

count of four, and larger boxes, with a product

several machines). The main features of the

is their very high accuracy and performance

count up to 100. Cama’s innovative machine

electronic wheel are: a more compact footprint

at high speeds. Indeed, where high-speed

design philosophy caters for multiple format

of the whole packaging system (flow-wrap

production issue arise, Cama always has a

types (existing and new), while employing

+ loading unit), positive and gentle handling

solution to propose. In this case, one of our

quick-release changeable parts and electronic

of the products, high accessibility level for

customers, a European leader in cereal bars,

counters to minimize the changeover time

the line operator, full internal line visibility on

advantages

of

companies.

Cama

Cama’s

all the line sections, easier cleaning and an
easier-to-operate line. The machine supplied
to this customer also included a wrap-around
case packer, another bestseller from Cama
portfolio. The Cama BTG system represents
another important innovation in the packaging
machinery industry, offering features such as
line modularity, flexible frame construction,
open profiles with no bundle cabling and safe
“easy entry”.

Complete packaging line

Efficient flexible cartoning for future packaging styles
This cartoning system has been specially

format, whilst allowing flexibility for different

department a new carton design allowed

while utilising quick-release/-change parts to

designed by Cama to meet the challenging

sizes and formats in the future, on an easily

the customer to offer a packaging format

minimise the changeover time between the

demands of one of Ireland’s largest independent

changed machine to ensure high OEE. With

that allowed for simplified automation and

different formats. The line is capable of running

oat millers. Following a recent investment in

Cama’s market leading knowledge of packing

optimised packaging cost, all helping towards

at a throughput in excess of 150 packs per

the process and cutting side for its flapjacks,

for bakery and confectionery applications,

the return on investment (ROI). The key

per minute. As a result of the investment our

pressure was building to reduce costs and

backed by decade’s of experience in providing

to the flexibility of the line is Cama’s proven

customer is now able to pack more than three

increase throughput on the packaging line.

packaging machines, and having an in-house

vertical racetrack system at the infeed.

times as many products per day, utilising fewer

The customer’s problem was that its clients

packaging design team, Cama was able to

With a reciprocating pivot infeed conveyor

people, and therefore reducing the reliance

may require different packaging styles in the

propose a machine solution incorporating

the products can be individually stacked

of temporary workers. The greater efficiency

future as tastes and snacking formats change

high-speed feeding and collating of the flow-

in pockets before they are loaded in their

gained from the investment will allow a ROI of

across the market. The brief to Cama was to

wrapped bars, ready for loading into a Cama

correct formats at the carton-loading station.

less than one year.

deliver an efficient automated system that

CL intermittent motion side load cartoner.

Cama’s innovative design philosophy allows

could provide a solution for the current packing

Working with Cama’s dedicated packaging

for multiple new format types in the future,

Side Loading System

Turn-key solutions for the growing global cereal bar market
Based on Cama’s extensive experience handling

producing 500+ wrapped granola bars per

cases. The line comprises all Cama equipment,

carton closing/sealing modules and two wrap-

bars in multiple configurations and at high

minute, packing into three-flap cartons, with

including two triple-head carton formers, one

around tray/lid and case packing systems.

speeds, Cama integrated a complete line to

between five and 64 bars per carton, and

dual robot top loading system – each with a

handle the output of a twin-lane flow wrapper,

case packing the cartons into wrap-around

high speed race track to collate the bars – two

Top Loading Unit
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Proven know-how for different packaging configurations
Due to successes in multiple similar lines and

Each

the

of products into a continuous motion cartoner

in this project, as packages are packed both

applications, Cama was recently awarded a

output from two flow wrappers – at over 300

– at up to 170 cartons per minute – and then

flat and on-edge into cartons, and cartons are

contract to integrate a multi-line system to

packages per minute – collates the products

case packs the cartons into RSC cases at up to

configured both flat and vertical within the

carton and case pack flow wrapped biscuits.

in two racetracks, picks and places collations

30 cases per minute. There is great flexibility

cases.

Cama

integrated

line

accepts

Complete Packaging Line

Tailor-made technology for a growing consumer market
Cama specializes in high performance, fully

and, as a result is undertaking significant

arrive from three vertical machines in standing

of a multiple-pocket system before introducing

automated secondary packaging lines and,

investment to meet the market’s needs. The

form, short side leading, on three transport

them into wrap-around cases in the requested

with over 35 years of experience in this sector,

Wafer bags wrap-around machine (FW) is the

conveyors at a maximum velocity of 45 bags/

configuration. Cama FW machines give the

has provided many interesting solutions for

result of a strict partnership between Cama

min. A merging unit before the FW machine,

customer the opportunity to pack different

international companies. The major advantage

and a leading local Pasta producer, which had

merges the three tracks into one. The velocity

products into wrap-around or display cases

of Cama’s machines, which distinguish them

committed to a big investment in the bakery

of the transport conveyor after the merging unit

with very quick and reliable changeovers.

from their competitors, is their very high

industry. This system allows the packing of

is 135 bags/min; lay down, long side, button

The latest technology, high speeds and user

accuracy In emerging market the food industry

135 Wafer pillow bags, which arrive from three

face leading. The bags are then introduced

friendliness in addition to a reasonable price

has developed very quickly over last few years

vertical machines into wrap-around cases, by

in to the Cama FW machine by means of an

are the major factors that turn the Cama FW

and for this purpose, Cama has targeted these

means of case packer machine. Each wafer

accelerating belt. The Cama machine will then

series in to one of the most wanted machines

emerging countries as one of its future markets,

bag contains a 220/125gr mini wafer. Bags

put the bags in a standing position by means

in all major food segments.

Wrap-around Case Packer
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Optimized footprint and product handling: the Cama solution for top loading of
flowpacked biscuits
Multipack of biscuit arrive from three upstream

it necessary to use an IT series robotized

arriving from each loader to the loading area

lines, each one at a rate of 110 multipacks

loading unit combined with three independent

of the IT robotic loading unit. The multipacks

minute. All pack are to be packed in RSC

loading units; one for each of the in-feed lines.

are then picked up by specialised high-

(American type) corrugated shipping cases,

This line receives the multipacks from the

volume pick up head and loaded into the RSC

in a configuration of 36 packs on edge.

upstream equipment via acceleration belts.

shipping cases. This packaging line has been

Concentrating multiple single lanes in to one

The multipacks are rotated onto their edges

designed and realized using to Cama’s latest

end of line (EOL) case packer not only saves

and metered into a multiple-pocket vertical

Break-Through Generation (BTG) packaging

space, but also improves the production flow

racetrack. These product collations are then

systems. The Cama BTG system represents an

with optimal handling of the primary products.

transferred into an intermittent-motion bucket

important innovation in packaging machinery

To tackle this important project Cama deemed

conveyor that transfer the groups of products

construction, offering features such as line

Top Loading Unit

modularity, flexible frame construction, open
profiles with no bundle cabling and safer “easy
entry”. Thanks to these characteristics, the
complete line offers a high accessibility level
for the line operator, full internal line visibility
into all the line sections and easier cleaning –
making the complete line easier to handle for
the operator.

